mond contends that because they are isolated
from the actual operations of media organizations, communications theorists and political
experts consistently over-emphasize the power
and influence of the media.
The book is divided into three parts. Part I
examines the relations of power and the press
in the 1976 presidential campaign. Part I1 explores the news-entertainment nexus. Part 111,
entitled “Suspended Sentences,” ties together a
disparate set of topics ranging from the success
of People magazine to busing in Boston. Diamond contends academic news critics take
their subject too seriously. Retreating from the
Cassandra-like posture he occasionally assumed
in The Tin Kazoo, Diamond now embraces a
“play theory” of communications (following
Stephenson). He dismisses the thesis that television has reshaped American manners and morals as “nonsensical.” In his view, the press does
not set national political agendas or establish
the parameters of civic debate. Its role is “afDENISMCQUAIL firming rather than confirming”: it can raise an
University of Amsterdam unknown’s recognition factor, strengthen the
The Netherlands resolve of the politically committed, and perhaps exert some influence in swaying undecided (uninterested) voters. But, he claims, in
campaign politics substance remains more important than image and luck plays a larger role
in the dramaturgy of public events than manipInsider us.
profs
ulation. Diamond believes communications reGood News, Bad News by Edwin Dia- searchers should devote more attention to enmond. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, tertainment and less to news since soap operas
and other dramatic forms address the kinds of
1978. $12.50.263 pages.
“political issues” (divorce, drugs, abortion, etc.)
The historian Carl Becker maintained that which directly impinge upon the everyday lives
the duty of the scholar is to think otherwise. of ordinary citizens:
Diamond seems to take this prescription very
If entertainment is serious on television and
seriously. His first collection of press criticism,
the news is entertaining-among other charThe Tin Kazoo (1975), established Diamond (a
acteristics-then the attitude of serious critics
former senior editor of Newsweek and head of
of television becomes clearer. They should
the News Study Group at MIT) as a provocatake entertainment time a little more seritive critic of the television news industry. In
ously and news time a little less seriously. As
that volume, he argued that in spite of its
soon as they adopt this stance, the level of
enormous potential, television news has been a
nonsense being written and spoken about
weak and uncertain instrument-a
tin kazoo
television will drop rapidly.
which plays only two or three notes. But Diamond dons his other hat to write Good News,
Diamond does not indicate where inflation,
Bad News: here, the industry-insider takes on
the professors. In this collection of essays Dia- unemployment, job discrimination, and other

news viewing compared with news reading; the
clear summary of research on violence; the discussion of catharsis; the basic equations of the
behavioral effects model; the account of evidence of what people do when “viewing.” The
most sensational sentence in the book reads
“There are no publicly available studies which
unambiguously relate changes in behavior to
exposure to television advertising” (p. 379). If
so, and I do not doubt it, why should the direction of American television have been given
over to advertisers and why should they want
to keep it? Why continue with research on unintended effects with methods designed to measure intended effects when they are largely inadequate to this latter task? These seem to be
important questions which should precede the
construction of a new research agenda designed
to serve the public interest. In brief, this volume is a fine conclusion to one era of research,
but a dubious beginning to a new one.
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bread-and-butter issues fit into this equation.
However, he does admit that the “structure” of
the news-gathering process mitigates against
full coverage. Difficult and controversial stories
(e.g. serious treatments of race and class in
America) receive less attention than they deserve. But he contends “there are no completely ‘missed: stories.” Nevertheless, he does
acknowledge that “In practice too many broadcasters worry about broadcasting anything that
might interfere with the nice sounds of ringing
cash registers.” He maintains that FCC procedures for renewing licenses reinforce broadcasters’ aversion to controversy. Diamond suggests the following measures as correctives to
present failures of news coverage: abolition of
“excessive” government regulation (he favors
the Friendly plan), a voluntary program encouraging media access for minority opinion,
and developing means to make adversary journalism more profitable.
All of this is of course vintage industry ideology. And, in spite of the author’s earlier impressive performance, Good News, Bad News
should not be taken very seriously. These essays
are designed to entertain. Diamond “thinks
otherwise’’ as he moves from one chapter to another. In Chapter 2 he downplays the power of
the media but in Chapter 13 he affirms the
plausibility of an emerging media aristocracy.
Similarly, news-as-entertainment is harmless in
Chapter 7 but a matter for serious concern in
later chapters. His documentary strategy is eccentric and unconvincing, e.g. in one chapter a
Walter Winchell-like account of a lunch date
with Clay Felker and Rupert Murdoch is offered as evidence while in another the authority of science is invoked in the name of the
News Study Group-a research team whose
analytic categories and methodological presuppositions are never specified. The “communications theorists” Diamond faults for their
naivete and foggy-headed abstractions are
never named and the literature is never seriously examined. There are only eight scholarly
bibliographic entries and all of these are cited
as affirmations of facets of Diamond’s arguments.
Diamond does have some interesting things
to say about the economics of investigative re-
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porting, imbalances in story coverage, and the
influence of marketing research on programming. Undoubtedly he knows a great deal
about the inner workings of media organizations. How many academic researchers can ring
up Roone Arledge, Pat Caddell, Sanford Socolow, Howard Cosell, Fred Friendly, Lou Harris, Jerry Rafshoon, Richard Salant, and Barbara Walters for an opinion? But Diamond
retains the instincts of an old news-hound. He is
not about to kiss-and-tell, to risk drylng up
sources by violating confidences. Consequently,
Good News, Bad News is a tin kazoo.
SUE CURRY JANSEN

State University of New Ywk
at Buffalo

Few changes
World Communication: Threat or Promise? (revised edition) by Colin Cherry.
New York: John Wiley, 1978. 229
pages. $26.50.
This second edition of Colin Cherry’s wellknown volume is, in most respects, the same as
the first. Essentially what he has done is to
update some of the statistical data in the text as
well as in some of the tables and diagrams.
As in the first edition, the basic question
addressed is: how will the world telecommunication “explosion” impact the dominant as well
as the developing countries? What are the
world-wide social implications for the future?
Will the expanding world communication potential result in greater world peace and understanding, or will it serve to fragment the world
still further? Will it benefit or harm, help or
hinder, alleviate or aggravate? As in the first
edition, Cherry couches the presentation of statistical information in communication-theoretical, historical, political, and social terms. He
does so in the belief that it is not possible to
judge the impact of the communication-technological “explosion” solely in terms of statistical information, economics, or technical efficiencies; its social significances to different
problems must also be considered.

